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Precis

While fully supportive of the objective to achieve a much improved level of
water quality in the lake catchment, and while fully sympathetic to the
realities that there must be a transition period to achieve the required
changes to farm management practices, PF Olsen, representing its forest
owning clients strongly rejects the principle that land based operations that
contribute to nitrogen emissions should in the long term be entitled to a
grandparented “right to pollute in perpetuity”.
This is a fundamentally flawed policy that is counter to good sustainable
economic landuse, inequitable and contrary to trends management of
pollution issues.

Background

PF Olsen Ltd have been involved in the lakes quality issues since the
formation of the “Landuse Futures” group. At that time PF Olsen’s
environment manager was brought onto the group to represent the
interests of the wider forest growing sector.
This involved many months of deliberations of which the overwhelmingly
dominant focus was of what was or might be required of the pastoral sector
to enable the water quality targets to be meet.
However toward the end of that process from a forestry perspective there
appeared to have been finally gained a tacit recognition that while
transitional arrangements would be required, the forestry sector or those
with undeveloped land could not be expected to cross-subsidise the
pastoral sector.
With the dissolution of the Landuse futures group and reformation into the
‘STAG”, PF Olsen’s formal involvement ceased. For various reasons it
appears the forest sectors representation faltered until some knowledge of
the proposed allocations and the economic evaluations used in making the
background assessments started to surface.
On more than one occasion PF Olsen, on behalf of the industry sought an
invitation to have the details of the economic modelling presented to the
industry for comment upon its implications. While a copy of a powerpoint
was received no detail or vehicle to investigate the detail ever arose.
Finally, toward the end of the STAG process, the forestry sector was
provided a choice to present our concerns (see attached powerpoint).
However, it seems decisions were largely made by that stage through the
STAG process, a process that was effectively a collaborative process
between the constituents of the pastoral sector, not the land based primary
sector owners.
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PF Olsen interest

PF Olsen Ltd does not own forests but manages forests on behalf of both
corporate scale and international investors down to individual farm owners
of small woodlots.
We operate in every Regional Council Region of NZ.
While PF Olsen only manage about 1000ha in the Rotorua catchment, our
interest in the Lakes issue stems from the precedent setting nature of the
decisions proposed under Plan Change 10 and the implications for forestry
in all parts of NZ where similar challenges are yet to be fully confronted.

Current
understandings

We understand from the plan that of the approx. 270 tonnes of N to be
removed from sources entering the lake, there is an expectation that about
169-170 is anticipated to be removed by 2022 (5 years) of which 20% will be
via pastoral farm management changes, the rest by way of financial
incentives for landuse change and to a lesser degree by conversion of gorse
areas. Both these methods involve public expenditure.
The balance of the N reductions (approx. 100 tonnes), is in total, to be
achieved through a window of the following 10years, entirely by way of
changes in pastoral management regimes.
N (t) Method
tonnes gorse conversion
30
100
140

270

1017
-

2022
30

2032
-

tonnes via land use change

103

tonnes via reductions
achieved through the
proposed rules

35.6

97.6

≈ 168.6

≈97.6

$
2mill
$66/kg
$40 mill
$388/kg

At the end of the proposed transition the Plan Change 10 is expected to see
a land use matrix in the catchment that resembles that of the table below:

2032
Ha end Kg/N/ha Kg N
Dairy
4016
30 120480
D support
358
14
5012
Sheep/B
9231
9
83079
Gorse conversion
500
3
1500
Farm conversion
5000
3
15000
Original plantation forest
8946
3
26838
Native Forest
10269
3
30807
38320
282716
Continued on next page...
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…continued

In summary:
1)
Since BoP Council’s rule 11 came into force, giving notice of the
impending certainty that the issue of lake water quality would have
to be addressed, the pastoral sector will have had in excess of 20years
to adjust.
2)

Existing forest owners will be locked into a nutrient discharge regime
that represents the lowest possible natural discharge level of 3
Kg/ha/yr in perpetuity

Submission:
Grandparenting

Oppose

1) PF Olsen Ltd reiterates its previous well flagged
and implacable opposition to the grandparenting
of other landuses pollution rights.
2) As proposed, by its very nature grandparenting
represents a subsidy in perpetuity for those
parties whose land based endeavours are creating
the most pollution.
3) A grandparenting regime is poor economic
stewardship and it prevent landuse flexibility
establishing the best sustainable land use for a
given land class over time.
4) Permanent grandparenting as proposed is a
perverse signal as it rewards polluters and
penalises those who don’t. It represents a direct
tax on current forest growers because their land
values will decline as a result of the restraint to
basline emissions.
5) If ultimately a sector is unable to operate
permanently without a Nitrogen cross subsidy
from other land based sectors then that sector is
fundamentally unsustainable and unsuitable as an
activity in that environment.
6) Permanent Grandparenting is at odds with the
fourth report of the Land and Water Forum which
recognises the need to move toward natural
capital approaches to land management.

Continued on next page...
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…continued

Grandparenting

Relief sought

I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.

It is accepted that, given the magnitude of change
required from conventional farming models, a
transitional period is justified. We believe 20years
is sufficient given the depreciation rates that
would apply to current (especially dairy sector)
infrastructure and the rates of technological
change.
Beyond 2032, N discharge totals from pastoral
sources must be less than the targets set in the
notified plan change with the surplus being
allocated back to those currently under
commercial forest cover.
As a minimum, by our calculations, a further 2 Kg
reduction across the pastoral sector would enable
the existing plantation growing industry to
achieve a discharge allocation of around 6
kg/ha/yr which would then be close to much of
the drystock pastoral sector. With dairying and
dairy support well above that level it would seem
appropriate that they bear the greater share of
that reallocation.
The reallocation to forestry should be useable and
or tradeable
It is accepted that new forest planted using public
monies and established with the express purpose
of Nitrogen mitigation should not receive an
added allocation.
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Decision criteria

Oppose

Relief sought

Wish to be heard

1)

It is noted that a set of criteria used by the STAG
group in coming to the conclusions within its
integrated framework approach placed great
emphasis on:

–

Windfall gains

–

Existing land use

–

And existing on farm capital values. Among
others.

2)

With the plan change as proposed, the only
potential for windfall gains lies with those who have
most heavily and continue to most heavily
contribute to the pollution problem. They are the
parties who maintain maximum options for trading
in N and or land use change.

3)

Existing land use, especially if unsuitable for
continued landuse in the catchment is not an
appropriate criteria for future sustainable landuse.

4)

Noting depreciations rates and the effects of
discounting at normal commercial interest rates,
we note that protection of existing capital stock and
infrastructure should be well protected over the
transition period.
I.

Re evaluate decision criteria, especially in respect
of wider land use sector equity issues and more
appropriate evaluation of the true significance of
past committed capital.

PF Olsen Ltd wish to be heard in respect of this submission

PF OLSEN LTD

C R Richards
Environment Manager
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A Forestry Perspective
Water Quality
Setting Precedents or Solving Problems
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Issues – why we are concerned
Public
/Private
benefit

Age of
economic
disruption.

Windfall gains
/ or market
signals

Resilience
&
flexibility
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Public /Private Benefit
• The local economic modelling has been done –
At catchment level and regional and NZ level total ongoing added value loss in achieving N levels is
not a high cost.
Much lower than changing the NZ flag
( i.e public cost of improvement relatively low even with externalities excluded and taxpayer/ rate payer inputs
discounted as share of legacy issue).

•

What is the public and national benefit from economic activity in NZ? = High returns to capital
employed at low and sustainable environmental footprint.

• high returns = high business viability, investment, resilience, high wages, social licence.
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Gross economic benefit presently?
• Some work has indicated that at a national level, forestry is producing twice
the GDP per hectare occupied than drystock.
Pastoral Agriculture – 12 million ha
2009 – 0.75% GDP/mill ha
2010 – 0.74 % GDP/mill ha

• Why might that be?.

Forestry – 1.7million ha
2009 – 1.24%GDP/mill ha
2010 – 1.71%GDP/mill ha
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Private Benefit
• SO … if returns to capital (thus capital efficiency in NZ farming are often low…
Why has there been such a massive investment in dairy and dairy conversion…..”
Land value appreciation and tax free capital gains.

• Much recent commentary that agricultural sector returns to capital are low. (see next
slide)

• Land value is significantly misaligned with that landuse’s capacity to generate
efficient and high returns to capital – NZ economic benefit.

• Land value has been consistently well aligned to the purpose of private benefit.
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The Commentators
•
•
•
•

Bernard Hickey
Gareth Morgan.
Brian Fallow
Alison Dews
– Average Dairy 4.6% ROI @$6.10/Kg
- 2-3% @$4.5/Kg.

• Consistent messages and warnings!!
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Private benefit
• Doole et al - “Overall, the assessment of capital values contrast starkly with the assessment of profit, in

that the estimated costs to the pastoral sector are significant…… the fact that a high proportion of the
returns to agricultural land are attributable to capital gain, and this appreciation in value is compromised
through limits placed on intensification…..” “Essentially, this represents a trade-off of the option value in
land for operating profit”.

• “In purely economic terms, this impact is neutral at the catchment scale as some farms that go bankrupt
would be expected to be bought by others (at the right price) that would continue to farm them for profit.
Farms sold after the rules are in place are likely to be cheaper so the return on capital would return to
normal”

• Dairy NZ paper - “On average, range scenario not likely to result in negative equity……”
“Natural Capital catastrophic for dairying”
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Windfall gains?
The other side of the fence…

X owns
a forest…
• An important criteria usedIdentity
in guiding decision
making…
what does that actually mean?
• The operating environment for pastoral agriculture in terms of diffuse contaminants has
been changing for well over a decade. Largely, the response to the signals has been poor.

Harvest = 4-8% ROI post tax real

• Now a new “value” has entered the market mix. Some can provide a service, some need the
Land
valuethat
– $3-5000/ha
with
lowprovided
N,P,C is
signature
service. The value
at which
service is worth
being
the market price for
that service. Some can adapt some cannot.
That is the market flexibility needed to provide
Converts
long term resilience to the international markets to which we all trade for the benefit of NZ
Inc. Land value - $25-35,000/ha (less costs) and inflating. ROI similar,

N,P,C externalised.
• For those who decide it is worth providing
the service it is provided at a cost … to their

land value, to their land use option value and to the basket of products they can provide
during the sale of those added services.

The WINDFALL?!!
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Sustainability
• Much modelling based around current farm models and the impact of change upon the
incumbent sector players. BUT …

• What would a truly sustainable dairy model look like in the catchment i.e. it operates within
its Natural Capital envelope. IS it feasible? That should be a bench mark.

• If it can’t be achieved without policy support should it be there?
• If it can only be achieved by a higher NDA then it needs a service of N provision. If the

cost of the service can’t be supported why?
• Because the gross costs always exceed gross revenues? – should it be there - is it sustainable?
• Because land value would have to decline to reflect the true economic worth of that land – why should
we support that?
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Sustainability
• Low profitability – (profits capitalised to land) has made farm model
vulnerable.

• Low cash surpluses and high debt leverage = little freeboard to respond to
market let alone increased costs of environmental mitigation.

• Is the current model fit for purpose? – All eggs, income, savings, equity and
employment in one basket.

• If current model is supported through this crisis… what happen in next –
Carbon?
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Nothing is certain
• M.E environment. “I.O model assumes structural relationships and relative prices will continue….
e.g what if dairy commodity prices continue to grow at a relatively higher rate than forestry?

• Possible but what if we enter a carbon constrained world – Farming being protected
but the world is cottoning on. C @ $25/tonne +.

• Moofree – artificially created milk with low environmental footprint. What then?
• Stock feed based on wood? Already available in world. Where does that lead us?
• Things are changing fast – why would we lock in the current in the face of a
dynamic future.
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Business competition
• Primary industries are fundamentally in competition for land.
• They use land, plus other inputs (sustainably or unsustainably) and generate outputs internalised or externalised to earn
cashflow for products sold.

• For forestry land cost is the single biggest item that accumulates compound interest over the full 28 -32 years of rotation.
@ <6-8% post tax real return on capital forestry disinvests from NZ.

• EVERY RULE or POLICY that seeks to PROTECT LAND VALUE or to protect the competing landuse from the real
market signals whether directly from the tangible market or the market in environmental services is a CROSS SUBSIDY.

• It
•
•

disincentivises natural investment in the alternative landuse both specific to or external to the targeted area .
Increases the cost of public incentives required to support the land use change if it remains the desired solution.
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Summary -Yes we do gripe!
• In recent years following bad experiences with landsliding and debris flows on steep country, forest companies are making
conscious decisions to walk away from certain areas and at least two whole large forests as the costs of meeting
environmental constraints have risen significantly. No compensation nor expectation thereof – that’s just the reality
of tightening environmental standards and public expectations.

• Some forests are in the wrong place – Tough!

Some forests are in the right place - e.g NZ Superfund
Some of the highest consistent returns as ROI on capital invested are forests.

• If the costs of N remediation are consistently telling us that the current land use cannot be maintained without the support

of a policy intervention to protect that landuse and especially its land value then surely the current model is unsustainable in
that context and must change.

• The N problem is not new … it has become high profile and very serious because it has not been addressed early.
• Its ‘N” now….. what happens if the rest of the world decides NZ’s current stance on carbon is no longer tenable. Do we
protect incumbents against that as well while penalising the industry best positioned to help alleviate the issue?
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Natural Capital OR….
• Otherwise land use becomes inflexible – all advantage rests with those allocated / over
allocated.

• Maori land disadvantaged.
• New land use and technologies can only be applied by some and option value retained while
for others they become a permanent X subsidy and locked down.

• What happens if Forest N leaching >3 – evidence of crown capture of volatilised N from
proximity to intensive dairy regions.

• What happens to forestry economics if forestry productivity can be doubled ( an industry
target) and N would goe to 5 or some other figure still below the natural capital level?
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Natural Capital – Recognised severe impacts on
specific individuals
Or Grandparent with eventual
clawback to NC level

Or are their other ways to help

• Principle established during Land Use Futures

•

The individuals and families – are there better ways of providing
assistance out. Purchase & resell land + direct financial parachute.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes it’s a “subsidy” But it’s….

group meetings.

•
•
•
•

Provides more time
Finally levels playing field.
Incentivises technical innovation.
Incentivises investment AND borrowing only for
economic worth not capital gain. (in important
signal to banking and & land valuation industries)

One off
Transparent
Relatively fast
More certain outcomes for some.
The market takes over afterward.
Clear signals.

